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Our product is natural gas,
but our principal business
is to give good service to
our customers.

© 1964 Southern California Gas Company

"No man is an island unto himself ..."
This thought is as true today as it was when it was written centuries
ago. It is certainly true of each employee of the Southern California
Gas Company. Each of our jobs-although performed separatelyis an important segment in the maze of jobs which, when combined,
produce our contribution, as a Company, to the communities we serve.
We can be more effective employees and gain greater personal satisfaction from our efforts when we know what the Southern California
Gas Company is, how it is organized, what its policies are, where the
natural gas comes from and how we get it to our customers.
This booklet will explain these things. After reading it, we hope you
will have a clearer understanding of your part in providing service to
our approximately two million customers.
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What is the

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
GAS COMPANY

You are now working for one of the largest natural gas distributing
systems in the world. Since 1950, well over 3.5 million newcomers-the
population equivalent of a city the size of Chicago-have settled in the
14 counties covering the Southern half of California.
As the result of this population explosion, the Southern California
Gas Company-which delivers gas to a major part of this area-is
now serving natural gas to almost two million homes and business
firms. On the average, 50,000 new customers are added to our gas service
lines each year. As you can see, ours is a rapidly growing company.
Not only are we continuously adding to the number of customers
served, but because of the increased use of natural gas as a fuel and
the introduction of new equipment-such as all-year air conditioning
and automatic clothes dryers - the average household is consuming
some 65 % more gas than it did before World War II. Because natural
gas is used almost exclusively in Southern California for residential,
commercial and industrial heating, practically the entire Southland
population is dependent on gas.

PUBLIC
UTILITIES
COMMISSION
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We are a Public Utility

In accordance with state regulations, our
company operates as a public utility. As
such, we are the only supplier of natural
gas to the residents in the areas we serve.
We differ from the majority of business
enterprises in that ours is a regulated

business. Thus, we operate under the jurisdiction ofthe Public Utilities
Commission of the State of California. The rates we charge our customers for gas service must be approved by the Commission. Such
regulation is designed to assure the most reasonable price possible to
our customers and to allow our company the opportunity to earn a fair
and reasonable return on its investment. It requires prudent management on our part-and normally cold winter weather-to enable us
to earn the rate of return allowed by the Commission.

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
MARKET

Although we are free of competition from other gas companies, this
does not mean that we do not have competition. Other forms of energy
are available to our customers. Electricity and fuel oil are active competitors. And, in t he foreseeable future, both atomic energy and coal
may seek a share of the Southern California energy market.

There are several other things you should know in order to have a
basic understanding of what the Southern California Gas Company is.
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First, what is it physically?

The Company has a capital investment of approximately $600 million
in buildings, pipelines, compressor stations, unde1'g1'ound stomge
facilities, equipment and tools. It takes thousands of miles of pipe, a
great many office buildings, machines, trucks, gas meters, hammers
and wrenches to do our job. But this is only part of the picture. Such
facilities and tools are only as valuable as the people who use them.
There are more than 5,000 SoCal employees whose combined talents,
skills, experience and efforts are working to assure that natural gas is
available to our customers when it is needed and where it is needed
at any hour of the day or night. Our employees are our most important
asset in maintaining this efficient and continuous service.
We are an investor-owned company operating under the American
competitive economic system.

******************************************************
Therefore, many people with confidence in our business have made
available to us the money needed to build pipelines, buildings, underground storage facilities and so on. More than 60,000 individual and
institutional investors have a financial stake in our success through the
ownership of stock or first mortgage bonds. It is one of the prime
responsibilities of our management to keep our company financially
sound and operate it profitably for the sake of these investor-owners.
Last, but certainly not least, there is another group of people who are
as necessary to our business as employees and stockholders. These are
our customers. Without them we would have no business. Therefore,
we do our best to give them efficient and friendly service.
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ALMOST A CENTURY OF SERVICE
THEN

In 1867 Los Angeles was a frontier community of adobe and frame
houses and small buildings huddled around the old Plaza. The town's
total population was less than 5,000 people. Five of those citizens
formed what they called the "Gass Works" under the official name of
the Los Angeles Gass Company on June 28, 1867, with a capital investment of $36,000. This was the great granddaddy of today's Southern
California Gas Company.
NOW

Through the years more than 50 small gas companies have merged to
become our present company. And Southern California Gas Company
is, in turn, a part of the Pacific Lighting system of gas companies.
Pacific Lighting Corporation

whose main offices are in San Francisco, is the parent company. It
owns all the common stock in the three utility companies: Southern
California Gas Company, Southern Counties Gas Company and Pacific
Lighting Gas Supply Company. It wholly owns our other four affiliates:
the Pacific Natural Gas Exploration Company, Uni-Plant Corporation,
Central Plants, Inc., and All-Year Weather, Inc.
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Our company and Southern Counties Gas Company

sell natural gas to customers in the major portion of Southern California. The area served stretches from near Fresno and Paso Robles
on the north, to the Mexican border on the south-from the Pacific
Coast on the west to the Sierra Nevada Mountains and the Colorado
Ri ver on the east.
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Southern California Gas Company
Franchised area

Southern Counties Gas Company
Franchised area

Pacific Lighting Gas Supply Company

conducts a gas transmission and gas storage operation. It procures
natural gas from California fields and out-of-state sources, which
it delivers to the Southern California and Southern Counties Gas
Companies.
The Pacific Natural Gas Exploration Company

was organized in the latter part of 1960 to search for and develop new
sources of natural gas for use in Southern California. Exploratory
drilling conducted in the Rocky Mountain area has already resulted
in some potentially significant gas and oil discoveries.
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The Un i-Plant, Central Plants, and All-Year Weather Companies

are our more recently formed affiliates. Uni-plant builds and operates
gas air conditioning plants for large industrial customers. Central
Plants provides such plants for groups of customers. All-Year Weather
guarantees financing for residential and commercial proj ects where
gas is used as the primary fuel.
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The growth of the Pacific Lighting seven-company system

since the formation of the pioneer "Gass Works" a little less than a
century ago is an outstanding example of the success of the private
enterprise system. The first few hundred feet of pipeline laid in the old
Los Angeles Plaza have expanded to more than 27,000 miles of transmission and distribution pipelines serving natural gas to over 2.8
million meters. The original population of 5,000 benefiting from the
service of the "Gass Works," has grown to more than nine million
Southlanders who rely today on natural gas for heating, cooking,
water heating and many other household uses. In addition, there are
more than 25,000 different industrial and commercial uses for natural
gas. In fact it's difficult today to name any object which is manufactured without the aid of natural gas-used either as a fuel or a
raw material.
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OUR COMPANY ORGANIZATION
As you can see, the Southern California Gas Company functions as a
large, complex operation having responsibilities to some two million
customers, to our approximately 5,000 employees, and to more than
60,000 individual and institutional investors, It requires the skilled
efforts of all of us, no matter what our particular jobs may be, to meet
these responsibilities,
In order to meet these exacting obligations, OUT management StTUCtU1'e is divided into thTee opemtional gTOUpS:

DepaTtments 1'esponsible
fOT tmnspoTting gas
fTom OUT SOUTee of
supply to OUT customeTS,

DepaTtments diTectly
conceTned with seTvice
to OUT customeTs,

GeneTal seTvice
depaTtments,

Engineering
Transmission
Distribution

Measurement Customer Service
Customers

Sales

Personnel
Finance
and Rate

Legal

Advertising
Accounting
Procedures
Analysi~

Public Relations
Special Services
Controllers
Real Estate and
Industrial
Engineering

In actual opemtion, you might say we function as many small gas
companies in one, Our Company's huge serving territory has been

divided into 14 individual divisions, Years of experience have proved
that such divisional operating units, each with a limited number of
customers, enable us to give prompt and efficient service to our customers and to take a more direct interest in local community affairs,
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Each of these divisions is headed by a Division Manager. He and his
department heads have responsibility for the operation of their
division. In order to assur e that the same type of excellent service
is given to our customers, each division follows the basic policies
established by our executive management located in our Los Angeles
headquarters. Specific functions common to nearly all divisions include
engineering, customers, distribution, customer service, sales, special
services, and accounting.
Newhan

Northern

Fernando
Vaney

Kern

Northeast

Central

Eastern
San
Bernardino

Southwest
Southern

South.ast

Involved in every phase of this operation-in all the departments
and all the divisions-is the conscious effort of every employee to
serve our customers in a friendly and courteous manner at the lowest
possible cost. The results of this company-wide effort by all of us
is reflected in low gas rates, customer goodwill, and reasonable earnings. And, important to all of us who work here, it also produces
long term job stability.

OUR PRODUCT
Natural gas is as old as the earth itself,

yet as f ull of energy as a five-year-old boy.
You may wonder how a substance that has lain
dormant in the earth for millions of years can put
.
.
. .'. '..
on such a show of vitality. Natural gas is, like oil,
:
one of the fossil fuels. But unlike oil, it is colorless,
tasteless and-in its pure natural state- odorless. It won't even burn
by itself. But, properly harnessed and mixed with the right amount of
air, it generates an intensely hot and clean flame quickly, economically.
"
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Southern California's economy is largely dependent on the availability of natural gas. Because this is a region where coal is almost
unknown, and natural water resources-for the production of powerhave been exploited to their limit, gas has emerged as the most widely
used source of heat-producing energy.

WHERE DOES
San Joaquin
~ Val'ley F;elds

San Juan
Basin

THE GAS
Hugoton
Panhandle

COME FROM?

The natural gas industry in
, m;an Bas;n
Southern California grew
"'--.1._-- - -=
up around the discovery of
gas and oil fields in the Los
Angeles Basin, the San Joaquin Valley, and in the coastal areas. For
years these fields provided Southern California with all the gas it could
use. But with the end of World War II it became clear that the population boom would quickly increase the demand for gas far beyond the
amount available within the state.
The solution to the supply problem was found in out-of-state natural
gas fields. Today, about 25 per cent of our annual gas supply originates
in California. The remaining 75 per cent of the natural gas used in
Southern California is imported from gas fields in Texas, New Mexico
and other Southwestern states.
Since 1947 we and our affiliated companies have built three transmission pipeline systems to deliver the out-of-state gas from the
eastern California border to the Los Angeles Basin.
The oldest of these three transmission systems is a 30-inch pipeline
between Blythe and Santa Fe Springs. The second is a 30-inch pipeline
stretching from Needles to Newhall and to the San Fernando Valley.
The third and most recent addition is a 34-inch system extending
from Needles to Newberry, where it joins a 36-inch line running to
Placentia to serve Orange County.
These gas transmission systems, under present operating conditions,
are capable of delivering over 1% billion cubic feet of gas into the
Los Angeles area each day. Under normal conditions, it would take the
combined power of more than 31 Hoover Dams to provide the same
amount of heat energy.
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FROM WELL HEAD TO BURNER

Nearly all natural gas used in Southern California is located far from our marketplace. It starts
its long journey in a cavity of porous rock deep in
the earth where it has formed over millions of years, sometimes in
pockets of relatively pure natural gas, but more often in conjunction
with crude oil. The two substances, when found together, are brought
to the surface by complex production equipment through "oil wells,"
after which it is piped to the refinery.
Here, the oil-gas mixture passes through separators where the heavy crude oil falls to the
bottom of the tank, while the lighter gas rises and
is piped along to an absorption plant.
In the absorption plant gasoline, water and certain heavy gases
such as propane and butane are removed, leaving a purified natural
gas. This clean gas is then measured and piped to our large-diameter
cross-country transmission pipelines.

Powerful compressor stations located along the
pipeline keep the gas moving to its destination.
The gas is compressed to provide the force to push
it through the lines for much the same reason that other materials
such as hay and cotton are compressed and baled, in order to expedite
delivery.
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INDUSTRIAL

COMMERCIAL

RESIDENTIAL

Once the gas reaches the area in which it will be
used, it flows into our distribution pipeline system
for delivery to our customers or-depending upon
the amount needed at the time - part of it is diverted into storage
facilities. Our customers use much more gas in winter than in the
summer - more gas in daylight hours than during the night - and
more gas during certain hours of the day than during others. There
would be no need for storage if the flow of gas into our system could
be exactly tailored to fit these widely fluctuating demands. Unfortunately, it can't.

•

Natural gas is produced in the field at a fairly
uniform rate the year around, therefore, we must
take the gas as it is produced rather than as we
need it. Thus we find ourselves with a large surplus of gas in the warm
months of the year. But on extremely cold days we need all the
natural gas we can lay our hands on. Underground storage provides
an important part of the answer. Four depleted oil fields are used as
underground reservoirs in which to store natural gas during warm
weather months when the customer demand is low. During the winter,
when the average residence in Southern California uses from four to
seven times as much as during warm weather months, the gas is withdrawn from storage and delivered into our distributing system.
At the end of the long journey through transmission and distribution pipelines, the natural gas
flows through the thousands of smaller pipes or
mains that lie under the streets of the communities we serve. Still
smaller service pipes branch off from these mains through which the
gas, regulated to the proper pressure, flows to our customers' meters.

I[ [I
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WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD FOR YOU?
As an employee, you are probably wondering what the future holds
for you in the Southern California Gas Company. Since the future of
all of us who work here cannot be separated from the achievements
of our Company, let's consider the potential of the Company first.
Natural gas is a prime fuel energy.

Fortunately for our Company's business, the increased demand for
natural gas in Southern California is substantiaJly above the national
average. This is largely the result of the rapid industrial expansion
in the Southland. Currently, the Greater Los Angeles area is the third
largest manufacturing center in the country.

-

Along with this, the population in Southern California is also
increasing at a substantial rate. This is evident from the fact that our
company has added approximately 50,000 customers to our service
lines each year over the past 15 years. Forecasts indicate this industrial and population growth will continue. Consequently, the scope of
our Company operations must also expand to keep pace with the
increasing demand for natural gas.
,
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" The Future Belongs to Gas. "

This is the theme of an extensive advertising campaign co-sponsored
by our Company and Southern Counties Gas Company. It is the considered opinion of our top executives that our customers may well
see the day when it is possible to operate commercial, industrial and
home equipment by the conversion of natural gas to electrical energy
right on the customer's premises. This is the promising report coming from numerous research laboratories and development projects
throughout the land.
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Even Aladdin's genie would have been hard-pressed to perform the
practical miracles being built into the devices known as the fuel cell,
thermoelectric generators, natural gas engines and turbines. If present progress continues, these compact energy conversion devices can
lead to the day when gas may be used to provide all of the fuel energy
needs of individual customers.
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As gas company employees, all of us will play important roles in
introducing these and other improved services to our customers.
What does this mean to you?

These modern scientific achievements mean you are now part of the
vital and progressive natural gas industry. They offer many opportunities to you and to other newcomers for personal advancement as work
skills grow. Along with better jobs and larger pay checks, you will
experience increasing personal satisfaction and pride in being a
Southern California Gas Company employee.
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WHO ARE WE?
You are now one of more than 5,000 men and women ranging from
those who are just starting their gas company careers to those who
have been with our company more than 40 years.
More than 900 different kinds of jobs are performed by your fellow
employees. They include such tasks as filing, typing, truck driving,
bookkeeping, meter reading, appliance adjusting, selling, bill collecting, engineering, managing and so on.

Along with the day-to-day personal associations we all enjoy during
work hours, you are invited to take part in the many recreational
activities available to all employees. These include such things as our
golf associations, bowling leagues, bridge clubs, women's social and
charity committees, men's Rod and Gun Club, trailer club, and many
others. The large participation in the various activities indicates that
your fellow employees are friendly people who enjoy associating with
each other after the day's work is finished.

Along with recreational provisions available to you, there are important fringe benefits which are provided to assure you of protection
against circumstances which are often beyond your control - such
things as sickness, accidents and old age.
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All employees,

after passing through the probationary stage of employment, become
eligible to join the Employees Medical Plan, which provides hospital,
surgical and medical benefits. Beginning with your first day, you are
included in a disability insurance plan, Social Security coverage, paid
holidays, Workman's Compensation and Unemployment Insurance
coverage. The major cost of these benefits is paid by our Company.
After one year of continuous employment, employees automatically
become a member of our Uniform Life Insurance, Disability Benefit
and Pension Plans - all costs of which are paid by our Company.
And there are other benefits which you should ask your supervisor
about, such as the Company credit union and opportunities to purchase gas appliances at reduced employee prices on a payroll deduction plan.
Another important benefit enjoyed by all employees is the emphasis
the Southern California Gas Company places on employee safety. We
have an extensive and very carefully supervised program to help
make our Company a safe place in which to work.

ABOUT YOUR SUPERVISOR
Your supervisor was chosen for his job because he has demonstrated
an ability to see that work for which he is responsible is properly
and safely performed.
How you perform your job will reflect on his ability to accomplish
the work for which he is responsible. Therefore, he is as interested
as you are in seeing that you do a good job and that your associations
with your fellow employees are pleasant.
You can expect friendly assistance from him as you learn the
details of your new job. If you have any questions about your work
don't hesitate to go to him. In turn, he will expect you to perform
your job well, and to cooperate with him and your co-workers in making working conditions as pleasant and productive as possible.
The desire to do a good job and get ahead is one that is common to
all of us. By demonstrating your interest, ability and enthusiasm in
your present job, you will be paving the way for consideration for a
better paying and more challenging job in the future.
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SALARY
PROMOTIONS

AND
WHAT
ABOUT

LIFE INSURANCE
UNION MEMBERSHIP
HEALTH INSURANCE
PAID SICK LEAVES
CREDIT UNION
RETIREMENT
VACATIONS

•

Questions concerning these items are encouraged and will be answered by your supervisor, along with any other questions that may
occur to you about your job or Company benefits.
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THIS BOOKLET IS ONLY THE BEGINNING
It has been impossible in the preceding pages to tell the complete
story about our Company. If we have helped you gain a better understanding of its history and the future it holds for you, we have met our
objective.

You have undoubtedly read a number of things that were of particular interest to you. If you would like a more detailed explanation,
jot down questions to discuss with your supervisor. He will be glad
to explain Company operations, the function of your particular department, and especially the many things you would like to know
about your job and future.
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THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY

